The gold standard for identifying causal relationships is a randomized controlled experiment. In many applications in the social sciences and medicine, the researcher does not control the assignment mechanism and instead may rely upon natural experiments, regression discontinuity designs, RCTs with attrition, or matching methods as a substitute to experimental randomization. The standard testable implication of random assignment is covariate balance between the treated and control units. Covariate balance is therefore commonly used to validate the claim of "as-if" random assignment. We develop a new nonparametric test of covariate balance. Our Classification Permutation Test (CPT) is based on a combination of classification methods (e.g. logistic regression or random forests) with Fisherian permutation inference. The CPT is guaranteed to have correct coverage and is consistent under weak assumptions on the chosen classifier. To illustrate the gains of using the CPT, we revisit four real data examples: Lyall (2009); Green and Winik (2010) ; Eggers and Hainmueller (2009); and Rouse (1995). Monte Carlo power simulations are used to compare the CPT to two existing nonparametric tests of equality of multivariate distributions.
I Introduction
Many applications in the social sciences, economics, biostatistics, and medicine argue for "as-if" random assignment of units to treatment regimes. Examples include natural experiments, regression discontinuity designs, matching designs, and RCTs with attrition. To support a claim of "as-if" random assignment, researchers typically demonstrate that the observed covariates are balanced between treatment and control units. Typically it is required to show that pre-treatment characteristics cannot predict future treatment status.
This paper develops a nonparametric test that formalizes the question of whether the covariates can predict treatment status. The test makes use of classification methods and permutation inference, and we name it the Classification Permutation Test (CPT). The CPT trains a classifier (e.g., logistic regression, random forests) to distinguish treated units from control units. Then, using permutation inference, the CPT tests whether the classifier is in fact able to distinguish treated units from control units more accurately than would be expected by chance.
The CPT may be viewed as a test for equality of multivariate distributions, as it tests whether the joint distribution of the covariates is the same in both the treatment and control groups. Several other nonparametric tests for equality of multivariate distributions have been proposed in the past. Rosenbaum (2005) developed the Cross-Match test which compares two multivariate distributions using a matching algorithm. First, the observations are matched into pairs, using a distance metric computed from the covariates (treatment status is ignored). The Cross-Match test statistic is then the number of matched pairs containing one observation from the treatment group and one from the control group; high values of the test statistic imply covariate balance, and for low values the null hypothesis of random assignment is rejected. Applications and extensions of the Cross-Match test are described in Heller et al. (2010a) and Heller et al. (2010b) . Székely and Rizzo (2009a,b) developed the energy test, another nonparametric test for equality of multivariate distributions. Aronow and Samii (2012) suggested using the energy test to test for covariate imbalance between groups. Cattaneo et al. (2015) proposed a permutation based method for optimal window selection in a regression discontinuity design based on covariate balance on both sides of the cut-point. The method uses only information about the marginal distributions of the covariates, and therefore may not detect imbalances in the joint distribution. Still other methods include Ruth et al. (2013) and Taskinen et al. (2005) . This paper contributes to the existing literature in four ways: (1) We show that the CPT is a useful tool in practice. Using both simulated and real data, we find that the CPT is often able to detect covariate imbalance where existing nonparametric methods do not. (2) The paper illustrates how "black box" algorithms from the machine learning literature such as random forests can be used for rigorous inference in the social sciences, without actually relying on any strong modeling assumptions. Classification methods and permutation inference have been previously combined in the computational biology literature (Ojala and Garriga, 2010) . (3) We apply the CPT to make a substantive contribution to the political economy and criminal justice literatures. We revisit Eggers and Hainmueller (2009) and shed new light on the validity of their regression discontinuity design, and provide new evidence in support of the "judges design" identification strategy used by Green and Winik (2010) . (4) The CPT has a clear and intuitive interpretation. The test statistic is a direct measure of the ability of the covariates to predict treatment assignment. Moreover, the CPT relates equality of multivariate distributions to the propensity score (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983) . Rejection of the null hypothesis implies the covariates are predictive of treatment assignment, or in other words that the distribution of the propensity score is different across the treatment and control groups.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief overview of the method. Section III examines the performance of the CPT on simulated data, and Section IV looks at real-life data examples.
Section V provides further theoretical discussion, including a proof that the CPT is consistent under weak assumptions on the chosen classifier.
II Overview of the Method
This section gives an informal description of the CPT and a more detailed description is given in Section V. Suppose there are n units, indexed by i. For each unit there is a vector of observed covariates Z i ∈ R m and a treatment assignment indicator T i ∈ {0, 1}. (Presumably there is an outcome variable as well, but it is irrelevant for our purposes.) We model the (Z i , T i ) pairs as being IID from some unknown distribution.
Let T be the n × 1 vector whose i th entry is T i and let Z be the n × p matrix whose i th row is Z i . We wish to test whether
or whether treatment assignment is independent of the observed covariates. This is our notion of "random treatment assignment."
The CPT proceeds as follows. First, we train a classifier to predict T from Z. The classifier can be anything -logistic regression, a random forest, K-nearest neighbors, etc. We only require that the classifier provide us with a n × 1 vectorT of "predicted" treatment assignments, whereT i ∈ {0, 1}. We then define the in-sample classification accuracy rate S as
where I{T i = T i } is the indicator function for whetherT i = T i . We use S as our test statistic; intuitively, S should be high only if Z is predictive of T , implying that Z and T are not independent.
To determine statistical significance, we use permutation inference. We randomly permute the rows of T (but not Z) B times. Each time we retrain the classifier and recalculate the classification accuracy rate, which we denote S b , where 1 ≤ b ≤ B. We then calculate our P -value as
where I{S ≥ S b } is the indicator function for whether S ≥ S b .
A few comments: (1) Because we use permutation inference, the CPT's P -value is valid, even in finite samples, no matter what classifier we use. 1 (2) In particular, the CPT's P -value is valid despite the fact that we use the in-sample classification accuracy rate. Overfitting may occur, causing S to be quite high, perhaps misleadingly so. However, overfitting would cause the S b to be high as well; thus, any overfitting problem is also manifested in the null distribution, and thereby effectively accounted for.
The choice of classifier does affect the power of the test; the CPT will only have power if the classifier is able to distinguish the distribution of the covariates in the treatment group from the distribution of the covariates in the control group. In this paper we focus on logistic regression (with all pairwise interaction terms included in the design matrix) and also random forests. We select these classifiers because they are able to detect differences in the joint distribution of the covariates, as opposed to merely differences in the marginal distributions.
In addition to the CPT as it is described above, we also consider some variants. In one variant we replace the in-sample classification accuracy rate by an out-of-sample accuracy rate estimated by crossvalidation. This makes the CPT very computationally demanding, but gives it nice theoretical properties; see Section V. In Section IV.IV we consider a scenario in which the experimental units are blocked. We implement a variant of the CPT in which we permute treatment assignment only within blocks.
III Simulations
We use Monte Carlo simulations to study the power of the CPT, the Cross-Match test (Rosenbaum, 2005) , and the energy test (Székely and Rizzo, 2009a,b) . In each simulation we generate n = 200 observations; 100 are in treatment and 100 in control. For each observation i we generate a vector Z i of m = 3
covariates. In the treatment group, the covariates are drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and variance Σ ρ , where
In the control group, the covariates are also drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0, but with variance Σ 0 = I 3×3 . In other words, the only difference in the distribution of the covariates between the treatment and control groups is the correlation. In particular, the marginal distributions of the covariates are identical between the treatment and control groups. Differences between treatment and control units cannot be detected using a balance table or a main effects regression.
We vary the value of ρ from 0 to 0.75 in increments of 0.05. For each value of ρ we generate 1,000 datasets as described above, and then run the CPT, Cross-Match test, and energy test on each dataset.
From this, we are able to approximate the power (at significance levels α = 0.05 and α = 0.01) of each test as a function of ρ. Results are shown in Figure 1 . In addition, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot 2 for ρ = 0.5 is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 1 shows the CPT has higher power for every level of ρ. Figure 2 shows that the CPT has a higher true positive rejection rate for every level of false rejection rate. Notes: Results for three variants of the CPT are shown; one variant ("logistic2") uses a logistic regression classifier with all two-way interactions included in the model, and another ("forest") uses random forests. A third ("logistic") uses logistic regression but does not include interaction terms; as expected, this version is unable to distinguish the two distributions. We used B = 500 permutations in the calculation of the P -values. The CPT finds significant evidence of covariate imbalance between the treatment and the control groups. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the CPT test statistic under the null and the observed test statistic. The null is clearly rejected. This example illustrates that looking only at the marginal distributions of the covariates is not sufficient. IV.II Random assignment of defendants to judge calendars: Green and Winik (2010) Green and Winik (2010) studied the effect of incarceration length and probation length on recidivism.
They argue that defendants are assigned as-if at random to different judge calendars, and that different judges have different punishment propensities. The data consists of a sample of 1, 003 felony drug defendants that are assumed to be randomly allocated between nine different judge calendars. The energy test (P = 0.447) and the CPT both find no evidence of imbalance in the observed characteristics of the defendants across the nine judge calendars (P = 0.115). See Appendix B for a list of all the observed
covariates.
An intuitive method for examining whether the observations in two groups are comparable in observable characteristics is to plot fitted propensity score (e(Z)) values, however this method can be sensitive to over-fitting issues. Consider a binary indicator whether defendant i was assigned to judge calendar 2. 3 We estimated e(Z) using a logistic regression and plotted the fitted values,ê(Z), among the treated (assigned to judge calendar 2) and the control in Figure 5 . The imbalance in the estimated propensity All two−way interactions score could be the result of real differences in observable characteristics between the treated and control units or over-fitting of the logistic regression model to the observed data. The CPT does not find any difference in the observable characteristics between defendants assigned to judge calendar 2 and the other defendants (P = 0.241). As the CPT re-estimates the logistic regression in each permutation it avoids any over-fitting issues and has finite sample exact coverage.
The likelihood ratio test (LRT) from a logistic regression is a common alternative to the CPT or other permutation based tests. Table 1 shows the results of testing separately for each judge calendar whether defendants are randomly assigned or not using the LRT. The main effects logistic regression usually yields P-values that have correct coverage (i.e., Type-I error rate), however when including all two-way interactions the model over-fits the data and has incorrect coverage. This illustrates the over fitting problem of the LRT in finite samples. Next we investigate the finite sample performance of the LRT in this data application. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the LRT P-values when the null hypothesis of random assignment is correct. We permuted the treatment at random and tested the null of random assignment. It is clear that the finite sample distribution of the over-fitted LRT P-value has incorrect Type-I error rates. The over-fitting problem of LRT in finite samples have been previously documented in the literature (Hansen and Bowers, 2008) . just barely won an election are compared to candidates who just barely lost. In a RDD the observations just above and just below the threshold are assumed to be comparable, with the same distribution of observed and unobserved characteristics (Caughey and Sekhon, 2011) . Testable implications of a valid RDD include covariate balance and no manipulation around the winning threshold (Imbens and Lemieux, 2008; Lee and Lemieux, 2010) .
The aim of this data application is to illustrate the performance of the CPT in a RDD setting. To begin, we cast doubt on the RDD used by EH. We demonstrate manipulation of the running variable (vote share) around the cut-point. We also find imbalance in the party identity close to the cut point. Second, we drop party identity from the covariate set, and examine how well the CPT succeeds at identifying an imbalance in observables using only the remaining covariates. This can be thought of as a power test of how well the CPT can identify that the RD design is not valid.
One possible explanation for our findings is that the EH design breaks the RD pairs of barely winners and losers by comparing individuals who attempted to run a different number of times across multiple elections. For example, the barely winners (and losers) could have run several times before the first winning (or best losing) race, and those elections will be ignored in the EH design. If for example the design used only one election at time X, this issue would have not been a problem. The concern raises from a comparison across multiple elections of candidates that are not necessary comparable due to differences in the characteristics that motivate a candidate to continue trying to be elected after losing a race. If the two populations of candidates, barely winners and losers, are indeed different in observable (and non-observable) characteristics it can explain our findings. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the winning margin by party. There is clear evidence of manipulation around the winning threshold by the non-labour party candidates. The McCrary test (McCrary, 2008) for manipulation around the cut-point finds significant evidence of manipulation. Notes: The bin size is at the default level in the R package "ggplot2".
To demonstrate the added value of the CPT relative to a standard balance table, we will look at a specific window around the winning threshold. Table 4 in EH shows the main estimates of the treatment effect. The estimates use a window of 164 to 223 observations around the winning threshold. We restricted the sample to a window containing 164 observations, and examined the covariate balance within that window. Table 2 and Figure 10 in the Appendix suggest the covariate balance is not bad, and except for imbalance on the party identity, most other covariates seem to be balanced. Furthermore, a joint F-test of the null hypothesis that the covariates have no predictive power rejects only at a 10% significance level (P = 0.075) and without including the party indicator the joint F-test does not reject the null of no predictive power (P = 0.412) and finds no evidence of imbalance when part identity is not included.
We remove the party indicator from the covariate set and check whether the multivariate balance tests can detect a difference between the winners and the losers based on the remaining covariates. The Energy test and the Cross-Match test do not detect a covariate imbalance (P = 0.88 and P = 0.13 respectively), however the CPT finds significant imbalance between the two groups, see Figure 11 in the Appendix.
In Figure 7 we compare the Energy test, Cross-Match test and the CPT over a grid of different window sizes. The results suggest that the CPT has higher power than the Energy and Cross-Natch tests. The
CPT detects significant covariate imbalance at window sizes that are half of the one used by EH. We used a random forest as the classifier, because logistic regression with all two-way interactions had more parameters than observations. This is an example of how machine learning algorithms combined with permutation inference can be used to complement existing econometric tools. Number of Obs. in window P−value
Test type: q CrossMatch Energy CPT Notes: The CPT uses a random forest classifier, and the test statistic is the in-sample classification accuracy rate. In the smallest two window sizes the Cross-Match test statistic was not well defined, as the covariance matrix could not been inverted. EH used a window containing between 164 to 223 observations in their RD treatment effect estimation, see Table 4 in EH.
IV.IV The effect of community college on educational attainment, Rouse (1995) and Heller et al. (2010a) In a matching design it is common to use Fisherian inference after conducting the matching procedure, see Rosenbaum (2010) . A key question is whether after matching the researcher should imagine that units have been assigned at random within matched blocks, or whether each unit has been assigned independently to treatment. In other words, in the hypothetical experiment that the matching design is meant to mimic, is the randomization within a group (match) or across groups? In this data application we will show it is essential to specify the probability model, because the two may lead to opposite conclusions when conducting balance diagnostics.
Rouse (1995) studied the educational attainment of students who started in a two-year college to that of students at a four-year college. Heller et al. (2010a) used this data to demonstrate the use of the CrossMatch test for testing imbalance between multivariate distributions. We use this data to demonstrate methodological issues in conducting inference after matching, and not to make any inference or analysis on the effects of two-year college on educational attainment relative to four-year college.
In Rouse's data, prior to conducting matching there is clear imbalance in the observable characteristics of students who started at a two-year college and those who started at a four-year college (see Figure 13 in Appendix). After matching, with or without replacement, the balance tables comparing the treated (two-year) and control (four-year) units show the groups are comparable in the observed characteristics and validates the matching procedure worked well. To test whether there is imbalance in the joint distribution of the covariates we use the CPT, and Figure 8 shows the results. Figure 8 yields opposite results depending on the randomization structure that is used. When the randomization structure is across blocks the observed test statistic is to the left of the null distribution, implying more balance than would have been likely under random assignment. When the randomization structure is within blocks the observed test statistic is to the right of the null distribution, implying the covariates can predict the treatment assignment better than under random assignment. The difference between the left and right plots in Figure 8 is the matching method, with or without replacement, and as can be seen the matching procedure has no effect on our discussion of within versus across block randomization.
V Theory
In this section we explicitly reformulate the CPT as a two-sample test for equality of multivariate distributions (V.I), describe an idealized version of the CPT (V.II), and then show that the idealized CPT is consistent under weak conditions (V.III). We conclude with some comments (V.IV).
V.I Reformulation
In Section II we assume that the (Z i , T i ) pairs are IID from some unknown distribution. Let F be the conditional distribution of Z i given T i = 1 and G be the conditional distribution of Z i given T i = 0.
Then Z |= T if and only if F = G. We may therefore reformulate the CPT as a test for equality of the multivariate distributions F and G.
Suppose there are l > 0 values of i for which T i = 1, and let X 1 , X 2 , ..., X l denote the l corresponding 
Notes:
The difference between the left and right panels is whether the matching was done with replacement or without, and as can be seen from the figure the matching method has no effect on our conclusions concerning within versus across block randomization. Let us now redefine Z to be the n × p matrix
Note that in our redefinition of Z we have simply reordered the rows so that the first l rows are from the treatment group and the remaining m rows are from the control group.
V.II Description of an Idealized CPT
Let s : R n×p → R be some fixed but otherwise arbitrary measurable function that maps an n × p matrix to a real number. We will use S ≡ s(Z) as our test statistic. (We specify possible choices for s below, but for now we allow s to be arbitrary.)
Let Π 1 , ..., Π n! denote some ordering of the n! permutation matrices of dimension n × n. We assume that Π 1 = I, but the ordering may otherwise be arbitrary. Define
values of S (i) are the re-calculated values of the test statistic we obtain after shuffling the observations (i.e., after shuffling the rows of Z).
Now define
Proposition 1 states that P is a valid P -value for testing the hypothesis that F = G.
Proposition 1. Assume that F = G. Then for any real number α such that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, it follows that
A proof is given in Appendix C. We must point out that there is of course nothing fundamentally new here; we have simply outlined a classical permutation test. The key point we wish to make is that we may choose any function s that we like, and the test remains valid. Indeed, our choice of s is a rather complicated function. We use Z to train a classifier that classifies observations as coming from either F or G, and s(Z) is some measure of the accuracy of the classifier. (The function s encapsulates both the training of the classifier, and the measurement of its accuracy.) We also point out that we are describing here an idealized version of the CPT, because it is usually infeasible to compute P in practice, since that would require us to compute all n! values of S (i) . Lastly, we note that the assumption that s is fixed is somewhat restrictive. It excludes the possibility that the classifier might use a randomized algorithm. This would exclude, for example, random forests. In Appendix C we discuss a generalization of Proposition 1 that allows for s to be random.
We next discuss how we might construct our function s, and present two possibilities. One possibility calculates the in-sample classification accuracy rate. The other calculates the out-of-sample classification rate. Both require us to specify a classification function, which in practice amounts to choosing a classification algorithm (e.g. logistic regression).
Classification Function The classification function, which we denotef , is a function that takes an observation and classifies it as coming from either F or G. Somewhat informally, we may think off as a function that maps a p-dimensional vector (i.e., a single observation) to {0, 1}, with "1" meaning the observation is classified as coming from F, and "0" meaning the observation is classified as coming from G. However, the prediction rule used byf to classify observations is learned from training data, and thus, strictly speaking, the functionf is a function not only of the observation to be classified, but also of the training data. We therefore writef as a function of two variables, i.e.f (u, v) , where u is the observation to be classified (a p-dimensional vector) and v is the training data (a n 0 × p matrix, where n 0 is the number of observations included in the training set; n 0 will usually be defined implicitly, depending on how we construct the training set.).
In what follows, we allowf to be any fixed, measurable function that maps R p × R n 0 ×p to {0, 1}. We do not place any other restrictions onf . In practice, we might choosef to be, for example, a logistic regression classifier. Note that we requiref here to be fixed, which excludes randomized algorithms such as random forests.
In-sample Classification Accuracy Rate Once we have chosen a functionf , we may then define s in terms off . One simple option is the in-sample classification accuracy rate:
where z i denotes the i th row of z (note that the variable z does not have any special meaning of its own; it is simply used here to define the function s in in terms of the function f ). Here, we use the entire dataset z as the training data (so n 0 = n). We then count the number of observations that are correctly classified and divide by n.
Out-of-sample Classification Accuracy Rate An alternative to the in-sample classification accuracy rate would be the out-of-sample classification accuracy rate. As defined below, the out-of-sample classification accuracy rate essentially amounts to cross validation except that we consider all possible training sets of a fixed size, instead of just 5 or 10 disjoint training sets. In addition, we require that exactly half of the observations in the test set come from F and exactly half come from G (see discussion in Section V.IV).
Let κ be some integer such that 1 ≤ κ < min(l, m). If z is a n × p matrix, let z (in bold) denote
In other words, z is equal to z, but with the following 2κ rows removed: l − κ + 1, l − κ + 2, ..., l and n − κ + 1, n − κ + 2, ..., n. Note that the definition of z depends on κ, even though this is not reflected explicitly in the notation. (We do not write, for example, z(κ). This is to avoid notational clutter.) The motivation for this "bold" notation is that we can use z as a training set. The remaining 2κ rows of z can be used as a test set.
Next, define the function a(z) as follows:
Here we use only z as the training set, so n 0 = n − 2κ. The remaining 2κ observations are the test set.
We count how many of the test-set observations are correctly classified, and divide by 2κ. Thus, a(z) may be interpreted as the out-of-sample classification accuracy rate for one specific partition of z into a training set and test set.
We may now define s out (z) as:
where Π Equation 9 is our definition of the out-of-sample classification accuracy rate. We will drop the subscript "out" on s out (z) when it is clear from context.
V.III Consistency
The CPT is a consistent test if (1) we use the out-of-sample classification accuracy rate, and (2) the classification functionf has at least some predictive power to discriminate F from G. The exact sense in which we mean "f has at least some predictive power to discriminate F from G" is specified in Definition 1.
Definition 1. Let Z, κ, and Z be defined as above. LetX ∼ F andỸ ∼ G be 1 × p random vectors, and assume thatX andỸ are independent of Z and of each other. We say that a functionf : R p ×R (n−2κ)×p → {0, 1} is (κ, δ, γ)-predictive under F and G if and only if both of the following are true:
In other words, if we use Z as a training set, then with probability at least 1 − γ the functionf will be able to correctly classify new, independent observations at least somewhat better than a coin flip. Under this assumption, if γ is sufficiently small and if κ is sufficiently large, it follows that with high probability the test statistic S will be at least some finite amount larger that 0.5. More precisely:
Proposition 2. Assume that F = G and thatf is (κ, δ, γ)-predictive under F and G. Then
Proof. See Appendix C.
Moreover, if κ is large, then most of the the values of S (i) concentrate right around 0.5.
Proposition 3. Let ξ be some real number such that 0 < ξ < 0.5. Then #{i :
Combining Propositions 2 and 3, and recalling the definition of P , we see that the power of the CPT goes to 1 as as n → ∞ as long as κ → ∞ and γ → 0 and δ → δ 0 > 0.5. Note that slightly stronger statements are possible using the results in Appendix C, but we do not pursue them here.
V.IV Comments
To summarize, when constructing the test statistic we must make two main choices:
(1) what classifier to use, and (2) what accuracy measure to use. Neither decision affects the validity of the test (that is guaranteed by Proposition 1) but our choices affect the power of the test, and also the computational complexity.
In practice, the most important choice is usually the classifier (see below). The better the classifier can distinguish F from G, the more powerful the test. This is both a feature and a bug. On one hand, a researcher may have some intuition about what type of classifier might best fit her data (e.g. a linear
vs. non-linear classifier), and thus "customize" the CPT to her particular application. We feel that this is a major strength of the method. On the other hand, since the choice is arbitrary, it could easily lead to data snooping. We therefore suggest, as a default, that researchers run the CPT once with logistic regression and once with random forests, and report the results of both. If it is felt that a third classifier is more appropriate, we suggest reporting its result as well, in addition to the first two. Of course, when the CPT is merely being used as a diagnostic tool to discover covariate imbalance, data snooping may not be a serious concern -if there are serious imbalances, we would like to find them, even if it requires a little searching.
The choice of accuracy measure seems to be much less important than the choice of classifier in practice. See Figure 9 in the appendix, which compares the in-sample vs out-of-sample CPT on simulated data. Little, if any, difference can be seen. Our focus here on the out-of-sample classification rate is primarily theoretical; it is more difficult (and requires further assumptions) to prove consistency of the in-sample CPT. To see why, consider a K-nearest neighbors classifier, with K = 1. This classifier may be able to discriminate F from G in the sense described above (Section V.III), but the in-sample CPT will have 0 power. Assuming the Z i are all distinct, the in-sample classification accuracy rate will always be 1, over all permutations, and thus the CPT will never reject.
Another theoretical detail is that in our definition of the out-of-sample classification accuracy rate we force the test set to have an equal number of observations from treatment and control. The idea here is that, to the extent that the classifier approximates an ideal Bayes classifier, it should approximate a Bayes classifier that has a 50/50 prior on the class label. If the prior is not uniform on the class label, and especially if there is a large imbalance, it is possible that the Bayes classifier would always classify every observation to a single class. In such cases, the classification accuracy rate would be constant over all permutations, and the CPT would have 0 power. In practice, this implies that some caution may be required when applying the CPT to datasets with a large imbalance in the number of observations from treatment and control. In such cases, it may be preferable to use the out-of-sample classification accuracy rate (instead of in-sample), and to ensure the classifier effectively places a uniform prior on the class label.
VI Discussion
The CPT reformulates the problem of testing whether a binary treatment was assigned at random as a test for equality of multivariate distributions. The test combines classification methods with Fisherian permutation inference. We illustrate the power of the method relative to existing procedures using MonteCarlo simulations as well as four real data examples. We hope the CPT will illustrate the gains of using machine learning tools for the construction of powerful new test statistics, and Fisherian inference for conducting hypothesis testing and inference.
The paper emphasizes the importance of the joint distribution rather than the marginal distributions when testing for equality of multivariate distributions. The CPT is not a substitute for standard methods such as a balance table that tests for differences in the means of each pre-treatment characteristic separately. The CPT is targeted to complement a balance table and provide a summary measure of the covariates' imbalance.
The CPT can be easily generalized. Furthermore, although we focus in this paper on binary treatments, a similar method could be implemented for continuous treatments by replacing the classification algorithm with some form of regression, and replacing the classification accuracy rate with some other goodness of fit measure. This flexibility, combined with exact finite sample inference, allows researchers to verify random assignment to treatment in a variety of situations. The four empirical applications aim to illustrate the applicability of the method to different situations that rise in applied research. Notes: Simulations were conducted as described in Section III. Only results for logistic2 were computed, since calculating the out-of-sample classification accuracy rate of random forests is computationally demanding. Table 4 in EH shows the main estimates of the treatment effect. The estimates use a window of 164 to 223 observations around the winning threshold. In this figure we limited the sample to a window containing 164 observations. Test statistic under the null Frequency Notes: We used random forest as the classifier. Logistic regression with all two-way interactions will have more parameters than observations and therefore cannot be implemented. Table 4 in EH shows the main estimates of the treatment effect. The estimates use a window of 164 to 223 observations around the winning threshold. In this figure we limited the sample to a window containing 164 observations. 
Notes:
The figures show the covariate balance in Rouse (1995) data before and after implementing a matching procedure to minimize distances on observable characteristics of students in two-year relative to students in four-year college.
B Appendix: List of observed defendant characteristics, Green and Winik (2010) "Indicator: defendant female" "Indicator: defendant not black" "Defendant's age at arrest" "Indicator: defendant arrested prior to arrest in sampled case"
"Indicator: defendant arrested on felony charge prior to arrest in sampled case"
"Indicator: defendant arrested on drug charge prior to arrest in sample case"
"Indicator: defendant arrested on felony drug charge prior to arrest in sampled"
"Indicator: defendant convicted prior to arrest in sampled case"
"Indicator: defendant convicted on felony charge prior to arrest in sampled case"
"Indicator: defendant convicted on drug charge prior to arrest in sampled case"
"Indicator: defendant convicted on felony drug charge prior to arrest in sampled" "Indicator: marijuana was drug involved in crime"
"Indicator: powder cocaine was drug involved in crime"
"Indicator: crack cocaine was drug involved in crime" "Indicator: heroin was drug involved in crime" "Indicator: PCP was drug involved in crime" "Indicator: another drug was involved in crime"
"Indicator: defendant charged with felony possession with intent to distribute" "Indicator: defendant charged with felony distribution"
C Appendix: Proofs
This appendix is a (mostly) self-contained collection of technical results. We prove the propositions presented in the main text, along with some others. Many of the propositions presented below build off of one another, and are numbered accordingly. As a consequence, the numbering of the propositions here does not correspond with the numbering of the propositions in the main text. For quick reference, here is the correspondence:
• Proposition 1 in the main text → Corollary 1 below.
• Proposition 2 in the main text → Corollary 2 below.
• Proposition 3 in the main text → Proposition 5 below.
For convenience, we also give here a quick reference of some notation from Section V of the main text:
• X is a l × p matrix whose rows X 1 , ..., X l are IID from F.
• Y is a m × p matrix whose rows Y 1 , ..., Y m are IID from G.
•
• s : R n×p → R is a fixed but otherwise arbitrary measurable function.
• Π 1 , ..., Π n! denotes some ordering of the n! permutation matrices of dimension n × n. We assume that Π 1 = I, but the ordering may otherwise be arbitrary.
In addition, we adopt the following (new) notation:
(Note that the variable z does not have any special meaning of its own; it is simply used here to define the function r in terms of the function s.)
Finally, note the following equality:
C.I Validity of the CPT
In this section we show that the CPT is a valid test (that it controls the type-I error rate). We begin
with Proposition 1, which shows that the CPT is valid in the special case that the S (i) are all distinct.
With this added assumption, the proof is straight-forward.
Proposition 1. Assume that F = G and that with probability 1, the values of the S (i) are all distinct.
Then for any real number α such that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, it follows that P (P ≤ α) ≤ α.
Proof. Let i and j be integers such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n! and 1 ≤ j ≤ n!. Let E ij denote the event R (i) = j .
In the following paragraphs we will show that for any value of j, the events E 1j , E 2j , ..., E n!j are disjoint and have have equal probabilities, and that the union of these events has probability 1. From this it follows that P(E ij ) = 1/n! for all i, j. This implies that P R (i) ≤ j = j n! for all i, which implies in particular that P R (1) ≤ j = j n! , which further implies that P P ≤ j n! = j n! . The desired result then follows immediately.
To see that that the events E 1j , E 2j , ..., E n!j are all disjoint, note that
=⇒ i = i
and
To see that the events E 1j , E 2j , ..., E n!j all have equal probabilities, first note that because F = G, the rows of Z are IID, and therefore exchangeable. Thus for any i we have that Π i Z is equal in distribution to Z. From this it follows that the R (i) are all equal in distribution (recall R (i) ≡ r(Π i Z)). This implies in particular that for any j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ n! the events
all have equal probability.
Finally, note that the union of the events E 1j , E 2j , ..., E n!j has probability 1, because R (i) must be an integer between 1 and n! (inclusive).
Our next goal is to remove the restriction that the S (i) must all be distinct. If the S (i) are not distinct, the proof of Proposition 1 breaks down, because the R (i) will not be distinct either, and thus the events E 1k , E 2k , ..., E n!k will not be disjoint. To solve this problem, we will break ties at random.
We first introduce some additional notation.
• Let Υ 1 , ..., Υ n! be IID Uniform[0,1] random variables.
We can now show Proposition 2. Assume that F = G. Then for any real number α such that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, it follows that
Proof. TheR (i) are clearly all distinct with probability 1, and also identically distributed. We may therefore simply replace R (i) withR (i) and make the appropriate changes to lines (12)- (15) in the proof of Proposition 1.
Given Proposition 2 we can also show Corollary 1. Assume that F = G. Then for any real number α such that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, it follows that
Proof. Note that P ≥P , which implies that P (P ≤ α) ≤ P P ≤ α , and then cite Proposition 2.
We would also like to generalize Proposition 1 to allow for the function s to be random, in order to allow for randomized algorithms such as random forests. This can be accomplished as follows. Let s (1) , s (2) , ..., s (n!) be a sequence of random measurable functions mapping R n×p to R. Assume that the s (i) are mutually independent and identically distributed. Then simply re-define
. Under this definition, the S (i) (and, by extension, the R (i) ) continue to be identically distributed. If the S (i) are not all distinct, this can be handled as in Proposition 2.
C.II Power
This section is composed of three subsections. The first contains some notation, including both notation from the main text and new notation. The second subsection contains results that lead to the proof of Proposition 2 in the main text, and the third contains results that lead to the proof of Proposition 3 in the main text.
C.II.1 Notation
Recall Definition 1 from the main text.
Definition 1. Let Z, κ, and Z be defined as in the main text. LetX ∼ F andỸ ∼ G be 1 × p random vectors, and assume thatX andỸ are independent of Z and of each other. We say that a function f : R p × R (n−2κ)×p → {0, 1} is (κ, δ, γ)-predictive under F and G if and only if both of the following are true:
Recall also the following notation from the main text.
denotes some ordering of the subset of n×n permutation matrices that permute only the first l rows
m! denotes some ordering of the subset of n×n permutation matrices that permute only the final m rows
In addition:
Note in particular:
In order to more easily index the training set and test set, we also define:
• Let t be an arbitrary element of T, let t X be an arbitrary element of T X , let t be an arbitrary element of T , etc.
.., U N be real-valued non-negative random variables with finite expectations, and let c, d, and e be positive real numbers. Assume P(U i ≤ c) < e for all i.
and note that V i ≤ U i for all i, and thusV ≤Ū . Note also that V i ≤ c for all i, and thusV ≤ c. Let
Note that µ i > (1 − e)c for all i, and thus µ > (1 − e)c.
Let W ≡ c −V . Then W ≥ 0 and E(W ) = c − µ. Thus by Markov's inequality
which implies that
SinceV ≤Ū , it follows that
Proposition 3. Assume that F = G and thatf is (κ, δ, γ)-predictive under F and G, with δ < 0.5. Let and ζ be positive real numbers such that < ζ < δ. Then
Proof. Let
From the fact thatf is (κ, δ, γ)-predictive under F and G, it immediately follows that P(p 1 < 0.5 + δ) < γ and P(p 2 < 0.5 + δ) < γ. Let E 1 denote the event {p 1 < 0.5 + δ} ∪ {p 2 < 0.5 + δ} and let E 2 denote the event {p 1 ≥ 0.5 + δ} ∩ {p 2 ≥ 0.5 + δ}. Then
Note thatF t X =f (Z t X ; Z) is an indicator for whether observation t X in the test set is correctly classified, and also that, conditional on p 1 ,F t X is Bernoulli(p 1 ). Similarly,F t Y is an indicator for whether observation t Y in the test set is incorrectly classified, and that, conditional on p 2 ,F t Y is Bernoulli(1 − p 2 ).
Note also that, conditional on p 1 and p 2 , all of theF t X andF t Y are mutually independent. Thus, conditional on p 1 and p 2 , the distribution of
is equal to the distribution of the sum of two independent Binomial random variables, one with parameters (κ, p 1 ) and the other with parameters (κ, p 2 ). We therefore deduce that
which allows us to simplify (27) to P [A ≤ 0.5 + ζ] < 2γ + P [A ≤ 0.5 + ζ | p 1 = p 2 = 0.5 + δ] .
Now, conditional on p 1 = p 2 = 0.5 + δ, the distribution of 2κA is Binomial(2κ, 0.5 + δ). Using Hoeffding's bound for the binomial distribution, we simplify (30) to
We are now in a position to bound P [S < 0. 
and if we let Π h ij t denote an arbitrary row t ∈ T of matrix Π h ij , then our partitions are defined so that
for all i, j, j , and t. By way of contrast, note that the rows of the test set do vary. If j = j and t ∈ T , then Π h ij t = Π h ij t .
To reduce notational clutter, in the discussion that follows we will let H denote an arbitrary partition H i , and we will let h index an arbitrary element of H. Now, because the training set is fixed within the partition, the functionf (·, Z (h) ) is identical for all h, and in particular the sum
is the same for all h. We therefore denote this quantity φ (H) . Making use of (40), we see that 
We are therefore interested in the proportion of φ (h)
X that are greater than or equal to C ≡ φ (H) /2 + κ .
Observe that for any particular h, exactly φ (H) of theF X is equal to the number of "1"s that have been allocated to the κ rows of T X . Since the elements of H include all possible shufflings within the test set of these "1"s and "0"s, the proportion #{h : φ (h)
follows a hypergeometric distribution over k, with parameters (2κ, φ (H) , κ). (2κ is the population size, φ (H) is the number of "successes" within the population, and κ is the sample size.)
Therefore, using the results of Chvátal (1979) ,
Thus, equivalently, #{h :
Since this inequality holds within each partition H, it also holds for all A (i) , i.e.
#{i : A (i) ≥ 0.5 + } n! ≤ exp −2κ 2 .
The following lemma uses its own notation.
Lemma 2. Let U m×n = {u ij } be a m × n matrix such that u ij ≥ 0 for all i, j. Let v j ≡ 1 m m i=1 u ij . Let G(t) be some function such that
for all t. Let be some real number such that 0 < < 1. Then
Proof. Let u (i) denote the "reverse order statistics" of {u ij }, i.e.
and let u (k) denote the partial averages
Let
and let
and note that
Fix some value for k and let q = 
and therefore there exists a j ≤ q such that v j ≤ u (k) . This implies that #{j : v j > u (k) } ≤ q − 1 (69) which further implies
But
so plugging in to (70) gives
from which it follows that
for any 0 < < 1.
Proposition 5. Let ξ be some real number such that 0 < ξ < 1. Then #{k : S (k) > 0.5 + ξ} n! < 1 ξ
Proof. Recall that 
If we construct a l!m! × n! matrix U such that the k th column of U contains the values of all A (ijk) (i.e.
for all (i, j), with k held fixed), and set 
Assume < 1. Now let
and note that 
